
Optimistic about energy



We use technology to bring 
lower and more transparent
pricing, better service and more 
sustainable energy to customers
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600 employeesLaunched 2016

£2bn revenue1.5m UK domestic 
customers

UK, Germany, 
Australia

Founders from 
tech, not energy











£419 !!!













He asked Thatcher who made sure that the British people got fed.
"No one," she told him. "The price system does that."









What if you could set up an energy company that…

- Made money by fighting climate change rather than causing it

- Got customers to care about energy

- Looked after customers as well as Amazon does, so that customers love it

- Charged fair transpired prices all the time, rather than 1 year offer then screwing them

- Ran hyper-efficiently and shared the savings with customers



Clarke's Law of Revolutionary Ideas: 
Every revolutionary idea — in science, 
politics, art, or whatever — seems to 
evoke three stages of reaction. They 
may be summed up by the phrases:
(1) "It's completely impossible — don't 
waste my time";
(2) "It's possible, but it's not worth 
doing";
(3) "I said it was a good idea all along."



Other scale energy companies



“Energy is just a boring commodity”











How disappointed would you be if 
you could no longer be a 
customer?

















Clarke's Fourth Law: For every expert 
there is an equal and opposite expert.





Embrace the benefits of clean 
power. Don’t fight them.







And the time is now



2008: $99,000



2019: $36,000 =  £29,000



£13,000

2020









































Savings impact for 
consumers



Behaviour shift



Behaviour shift



That’s ok for geeks



Behaviour shift



Shifting it around



Behaviour shift





Pay the customer 5.5p per KWh – 25% premium to grid price

But by the time it’s next door it’s c. 14p

Policy costs and network charges need drastic overhaul



• CFDs, ROs, FITs, Capacity Market
• Electricity (which is increasingly clean) attracts all the sin taxes,

rather than gas (which is not)
• High fixed costs throughout the system
• Schemes based on ex-ante models not ex-post results
• Baseload focus

• Potential:  Throttling smart meters
• Potential: Anticipatory hardening rather than flex

Distortions




















